
PATIENT SEGMENT
As a professional, I’m always on the go. My time is 
valuable and I must use it wisely. But I still want to feel 

destiny. So I choose aesthetic treatments without down 

these are my choices.
 

“My lifestyle is one of adventure and savoring each 
moment. My rough, scratchy skin and age spots didn’t 

of time and reclaim some of the taut, youthful look of 
my youth”. 
Rita, 47

My Image
My Choice

Ellen, 42

“I’m as full of energy and ambition as I was in my 
youth. But my appearance told a di�erent story. So I 
chose to do something about my wrinkles and aged 
looking skin. Now the world sees just how good I feel 
on the inside”.
Joan, 52
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The complete 
Skin Renewal Solution
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Ask today about Re-Energizing your 
skin with Alma Harmony 

Alma Lasers is a global innovator of laser, light based, 
radiofrequency and ultrasound technologies for the 
aesthetic and surgical markets. We enable practitioners to 
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HARMONY 

The Alma Harmony, using its proprietary 
Advanced Florescence Technology, can treat 
many skin imperfections including:

  Skin discoloration -Reds and Browns
  Vascular and Pigmented Lesions

  
Fine Lines or Wrinkles

 

 

Treatment FAQ

 Yes. We have performed treatments thousands of 
patients across the globe with beautiful results.

How long will a treatment take?

Is Harmony  Safe?

 
Your exact treatment regimen will depend on the 
condition of your skin and your aesthetic goals

 
No. Alma Harmony requires no extended “down time” 
or recovery time. 

HEALTHY SKIN 
FOR A 
LIFETIME… 

How long will my results last? 
The Harmony is the ideal procedure to eliminate 
the discoloration, textural irregularities and other 
signs of aging that make your skin look older. After 
the procedure you will continue to age and to be 

to return to your provider periodically for touch-
up treatments to maintain the healthy glow that 
Harmony can bring.

Remember the skin of your youth? Your 
healthy glow and innocent perfection 
gave you a con�dent smile. Then life’s daily 
routine changed all that. Time and other 
factors changed your skin: 

1   Stress 2   Pollution

3   UV Rays 4   Poor Diet

Detrimental factors like these all caused skin 
imperfections to take hold, diminishing your skin’s 
ability to heal. It happens to all of us and we’re left 
with a drab, lackluster appearance. If left alone, these 
conditions spiral  out of control and can lead to: 

     1   Melasma

2   Red Spots

3   Brown Spots

  

Broken Capillaries

But the good news is, technology has come a long 

signs of aging and restore the youthful, healthy 
glow you once had.
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